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            The Spring Budget 2024 explained in 90 seconds

                      
explainerIFS Director Paul Johnson gives an initial response to Jeremy Hunt's Spring Budget.
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            The NHS waiting list: when will it come down?

                      
podcastWe discuss all things waiting list - What is it? How big is it? Is there a credible plan to get it back down?
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            Are councils in crisis?

                      
podcastWhy are local councils facing funding pressures? What can government do to help them?
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                                      9 April 2024
                                  In this online event we will present the findings of a new report, showing the effect of Sure Start on educational performance in school up to age 16.





            IFS Annual Lecture - Innovation and productivity policies: a budgetary perspective

                      
event
                  

                                      15 May 2024
                                  Professor Heidi Williams (Dartmouth College) will deliver the 2024 IFS Annual Lecture on innovation and productivity policies.
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            Centre for the Microeconomic Analysis of Public Policy

                      
landing pageThe ESRC has funded a research centre at IFS since 1991, recognised as a global centre of excellence and now with UKRI Research Institute status.
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landing pageAt IFS, we recruit and train top-quality economists and professional support staff. We aim to foster a respectful and inclusive working environment.

20 July 2022
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Objective analysis of economic policy is more important now than it has ever been. You can join our network and help improve public debate and government policy by becoming a member.
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